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ABSTRACT: We report a synthesis pathway in molten salts toward ligand-free nanoparticles of the layered perovskite La$_{0.5}$Sr$_{0.5}$MnO$_3$ (L-SM0) and of the pseudo-cubic perovskite La$_{0.5}$Sr$_{0.5}$MnO$_3$ (pc-LSM0). These particles are readily implemented as oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) electrocatalysts in alkaline conditions. They show high ORR selectivity for the 4-electrons reduction of O$_2$ in water. Among these two materials, pc-LSM0 nanocrystals of 20 nm diameter exhibit high mass-normalized ORR activity for a perovskite material (21.4 A g$^{-1}$oxide at 0.8 V/RHE) thanks to their relatively large surface area, high crystallinity and electron mobility. These features provide pc-LSM0 nanocrystals with remarkable stability compared to state-of-the-art perovskites, for instance only a 5% increase of the overpotential at -0.05 mA cm$^{-2}$oxide over 40 hours. pc-LSM0 nanocrystals are then the most stable perovskite ORR electrocatalyst reported up to now. These performances, combined with high activity, high selectivity and absence of precious metals, make La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$ nanocrystals one of the best compromises for alkaline oxygen reduction reaction.

Manganese-based oxides are promising precious metal-free electrocatalysts of the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) for alkaline fuel cells.$^{1,2}$ Both Mn octahedral coordination and mixed valence Mn$^{3+}$ / Mn$^{4+}$ are critical parameters to provide high ORR electrocatalytic activity.$^{3,5}$ These requirements are met in pseudo-cubic perovskite manganites with general formula AMnO$_3$ and layered perovskite Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) manganites A$_{n-1}$Mn$_n$O$_{3n+1}$ (or (AO)(AMnO)$_n$, n = 1, 2...) that withstand numerous cationic substitutions, mixed Mn valences and lattice distortions.$^{3,6-11}$ RP manganites contain layers of n AMnO$_3$ perovskite units alternating with AO rock-salt layers, which provide additional anionic conductivity.$^{9,12-13}$ This feature should increase electrocatalytic activity.$^{14}$ Strategies explored to enhance the ORR electrocatalytic activity of manganese-based oxides focus on increasing the surface area of the materials in order to provide more active sites per mass unit compared to the large crystals typically obtained with solid-state synthesis. This goal has been pursued either by decreasing particle size$^5$ or by designing macroporous perovskites$^6$ by using sol-gel-based synthesis related to the Pechini process.$^7$ These approaches require a final treatment at high temperature in order to crystallize the perovskite structure. This treatment delivers manganites with relatively low surface area$^8$, highly aggregated particles, ill-defined morphology, and large density of crystal defects$^8$, which hinder charge transfer, ORR electrocatalysis and overall control of catalytic properties.$^3$ The low surface area bottleneck has been recently overcome by using nanoparticles as reagents during sol-gel-based syntheses, yielding high mass-normalized activity.$^{15}$ Designing manganese perovskites nanomaterials with small particle size but also high crystallinity should further enhance stability during electrocatalysis, but this level of materials design could not been reached through sol-gel-based processes.

In the present work we aim at synthesizing, studying and comparing the ORR electrocatalytic properties of nanoscaled pseudo-cubic and layered perovskite manganites in order to (i) report the ORR electrocatalytic properties of RP manganites at room temperature in alkaline aqueous medium, (ii) study the role of the dimensionality of perovskite-related crystal structures in ORR electrocatalysis, (iii) highlight pseudo-cubic perovskite manga-
ninite nanocrystals as high performance ORR electrocatalysts.

We draw on a one-step colloidal synthesis in inorganic molten salts. These liquids are stable at high temperatures and are then compatible with direct crystallization of the perovskites. In liquids, the nucleation rate is higher than in the above-mentioned methods, resulting in a decrease of the particle size. The manganite perovskite particles we report exhibit small sizes and organic ligand-free surfaces that are beneficial for charge transfer at the electrocatalyst interfaces, hence for electron percolation in the electrode, and for adsorption of dioxygen reagent. They also exhibit low amounts of crystal defects, again beneficial for charge transport compared to sol-gel derived materials. Hence, the approach delivers highly active and stable manganite perovskite ORR electrocatalysts. In addition to the pseudo-cubic manganite La_{0.5}Sr_{0.5}MnO_3 we synthesize the first layered manganite La_{0.5}Sr_{0.5}MnO_3 RP nanoparticles by tuning the oxobasicity of the molten medium. We report for the first time the mechanisms of nanoparticles formation in high temperature molten salts and highlight the key experimental parameters enabling structural control. We show high mass-normalized ORR activity for perovskites. Highly crystalline La_{0.5}Sr_{0.5}MnO_3 nanocrystals also show remarkable stability of the ORR performances over 40 hours of operation, thus out-performing previously reported perovskites. These precious metal-free nanomaterials are a step forward for low-cost alternatives to precious metal-based electrocatalysts.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pseudo-cubic La_{0.5}Sr_{0.5}MnO_3 (pc-LSMO) nanocubes of 20 nm (Figure 1a-b and Figure S1) were produced according to a protocol we previously reported, using molten KNO_3 as a liquid medium at 600 °C where metal nitrates are decomposed. When the reagents ratio was adjusted to target the layered perovskite La_{0.5}Sr_{0.5}MnO_3 (l-LSMO) in the same conditions, the reaction yielded only the pseudo-cubic structure (Figure S2). Increasing the Sr/Mn ratio and the temperature up to 800 °C (Table S1) triggered crystallization of the layered structure (Figure S2), but the cationic content evaluated by wavelength dispersive X-ray fluorescence (WDXRF, Table S1) showed that all La³⁺ and Sr²⁺ cations were not incorporated in the solid, as suggested by La(OH)_3 and SrCO_3 impurities identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Figure S2). To trigger full incorporation of the remaining cations, the oxobasicity of the solvent was increased by using molten NaNO_3 instead of KNO_3. Although the pseudo-cubic structure was again obtained at 600 °C (Figure ii and Figure S3), the reaction was completed at 800 °C and yielded l-LSMO as the only crystalline phase with composition La_{0.5}Sr_{0.5}MnO_3 according to WDXRF (Table S1). The l-LSMO Scherrer crystal size of 67 nm is smaller than reported values for RP manganite particles. SEM and TEM (Figure 1c-g, respectively) show that the l-LSMO sample is made of cube-like particles with a broad size distribution between 50-200 nm in agreement with the crystallite size. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED, Figure 1e inset) and the Fast Fourier Transform-analyzed HRTEM (Figure 1h) show spot-like patterns indicating well-oriented crystallites within the same particle. Nitrogen sorption yields a BET surface area of 8 m²g⁻¹, smaller than the 36 m²g⁻¹ measured for pc-LSMO, in agreement with the larger particle size of l-LSMO.

pc-LSMO (Figure i) is a reaction intermediate at 600 °C that evolves to the layered phase at 800 °C. This was confirmed by redispersing into NaNO_3 pre-synthesized pc-

![Figure 1](image-url)
particles (SAED pattern as inset in (e) indexed along the [331] zone axis), (h) HRTEM image of a I-LSMO nanoparticle and corresponding Fast Fourier Transform. (i) XRD patterns (Cu Kα) of the powders obtained by targeting I-LSMO in molten NaNO₂ at several reaction temperatures for 15 minutes.

LSMO nanoparticles (Figure 1a-b and Figure S1) with additional amounts of Sr(NO₃)₂ meeting the stoichiometry of the layered phase. The XRD patterns of the powders recovered after heating (Figure S4) show a phase evolution towards I-LSMO with a temperature increase, similar to the direct syntheses from the salts described above. A blank treatment of pc-LSMO nanocubes into molten NaNO₂ at 800 °C without additional Sr²⁺ source yielded crystalline La(OH)₃ (Figure S5) and amorphous matter after water washing. This suggests that before exposure to water, the reaction medium actually contained dissolved La³⁺ ions. Thus, pc-LSMO was solubilized in molten NaNO₂. The dissolution of pc-LSMO in this blank treatment indicates that the I-LSMO on-pot synthesis proceeds through pc-LSMO dissolution followed by I-LSMO recrystallization (Figure 2).

The ORR activity in alkaline solution of I-LSMO and pc-LSMO nanomaterials was evaluated on catalyst/Nafion/carbon black composite electrode films deposited on a glassy carbon rotating disk substrate. The cyclic voltammograms (CVs) in 0.1 m KOH were first normalized to the area of the glassy carbon collector, corresponding to a constant catalyst mass loading (0.136 mg cm⁻², Figure 3a). The cathodic current density at 0.4 V/RHE for pc-LSMO is almost twice that of I-LSMO. pc-LSMO nanocrystals show high mass-normalized ORR activity for oxide perovskites (21.4 A g⁻¹ oxide at 0.8 V/RHE, Table S2) thanks to the combination of their high crystallinity and relatively large surface area. The disk surface-normalized activity of pc-LSMO nanocrystals is close to the benchmark precious metal catalyst (Pt/C) (Figure 3b). For comparison of the specific activities, the current density was normalized versus BET surface areas (Figure 3b). At 0.4 V/RHE, I-LSMO exhibits a cathodic specific current density of ca. -1 mA cm⁻² oxide, twice larger than pc-LSMO. At a lower specific current density of -40 µA cm⁻² oxide, pc-LSMO and I-LSMO operate at 0.86 and 0.83 V/RHE, respectively (Figure 3b inset), thus indicating that the cubic phase is the most active at low overpotentials. This is corroborated by Tafel slopes (Figure S7) of 56 and 99 mV dec⁻¹ for pc-LSMO and I-LSMO, respectively, in good agreement with previous works. Both materials exhibit surface-normalized electrocatalytic activities (0.85 V vs RHE for 40 µA cm⁻² oxide) matching those of most active.
manganese perovskite epitaxial thin films grown by pulsed laser deposition. This demonstrates the high crystalline quality of the nanocrystals produced in molten salts, which provides high electronic conduction. The synthesis in molten salts differs from conventional colloidal synthesis in organic solvents, as it delivers materials with surfaces free of any insulating organic ligands. These ligand-free surfaces also contribute to enhanced charge percolation and electrocatalytic activity.

The number of electrons transferred during ORR is between 3.9 and 4.0 according to a Koutecky-Levich analysis of the diffusion current at 0.4 V/RHE (Figure S8), in very good agreement with the theoretical 4-electrons value for the overall reduction reaction of O2 into H2O (Figure S9 left). This was also confirmed by scanning electrochemical microscopy experiments (SECM) that could not detect any corrosive HOx byproduct during ORR for both electrocatalysts in the whole potential range (Figure S10). In addition, the acetylene black (AB) carbon additive shows a negligible activity above 0.6 V vs RHE and a low activity at lower potential (Figure S6). This further confirms that the perovskites are the only active materials above 0.6 V vs RHE. The absence of any HOx byproduct detected in the vicinity of the electrode by SECM also enables to rule out possible activity of the acetylene black additive through formation of an H2O2 intermediate: the reaction proceeds only through a 4-electrons reduction pathway at the surface of the perovskite catalysts. This makes these manganese-based perovskites ideal for implementation into fuel cells. The reaction mechanism was further confirmed by probing the effect of surface hydroxylation and hydrophobicity on the overall ORR disk area-normalized current density (see details in Figure S11-S15 and Table S3), as previously described for ORR electrocatalysts.

The ratio between Mn3+ and Mn4+ plays a crucial role in the ORR kinetics. According to a model describing localized orbitals on surface Mn cations, the optimum AOS for ORR is expected at 3.3 for pseudo-cubic manganite perovskites, where the best compromise is reached between O2-/OH- exchange at the surface of the catalyst, and the regeneration of OH-. In the present case, chemical titration yields average Mn oxidation states (AOS) of 3.6 and 3.3 in pc-LSMO and l-LSMO, respectively. Hence, l-LSMO would be expected as the most active electrocatalyst, which disagrees with our observations at low overpotential. This apparent discrepancy may originate first from a change in the oxidation state of Mn at the surface of the particles. Indeed, we have previously shown that Mn is reduced within a 1 nm-thick layer at the surface of pc-LSMO nanocubes because of oxygen vacancies, yielding a surface Mn oxidation state close to 3.3. Likewise, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Figure S16) yields a surface Mn oxidation state of 3.2 for l-LSMO.

Given the precision of XPS (±0.1 on the oxidation state), pc-LSMO and l-LSMO possess identical surface oxidation states. Hence, both the pseudo-cubic and the layered perovskite samples exhibit at their surface the Mn oxidation state optimal for ORR, which rules out surface oxidation states as a possible origin for the higher activity of pc-LSMO. Therefore, the difference in ORR activity between both materials presumably relates to charge-transfer kinetics within the whole materials (Figure S9 right). At room temperature with the measured average AOS, the pseudo-cubic phase is metallic whereas the layered phase is semi-conducting. Then, electronic conduction is larger in pc-LSMO and enhances electrocatalytic activity at low overpotential. On the opposite, at high overpotential, below 0.6 V/RHE, we observe a higher ORR current for l-LSMO compared to pc-LSMO. In these conditions, the conduction band of l-LSMO becomes populated and electronic conductivity is not limiting anymore the electrocatalytic process. The higher activity of l-LSMO may be related to the high ionic conductivity of the layered phase.

Finally, we have addressed the long-term stability of pc-LSMO and l-LSMO during ORR operation conditions by using chronopotentiometry (Figure 3c). pc-LSMO exhibits remarkable stability at -0.05 mA cm⁻²oxide with only a slight decrease of 5% in the voltage (from 0.77 to 0.73 V/RHE) over 40 hours. pc-LSMO appears as the most stable ORR perovskite electrocatalyst reported up to now (Table S2). By successively increasing the cathodic current every 5 hours, pc-LSMO shows stable performances up to -0.30 mA cm⁻²oxide where the electrocatalytic activity drastically decreases. The electrocatalytic activity of l-LSMO is less stable and drops at -0.20 mA cm⁻²oxide. These results are confirmed by the CVs measured before and after each current step applied in chronopotentiometry where a decrease of the cathodic current is observed (Figure S17).

In order to gain insights into the deactivation process, the materials were recovered after chronopotentiometry and studied by HRTEM and STEM-EDS. After operation during 40 h at -0.05 mA cm⁻²oxide, pc-LSMO exhibits the same well faceted cubic morphology as the fresh material, with particles still crystallized into the pc-LSMO structure (Figure 4a-c). The same material observed after successively increasing the cathodic current up to -0.35 mA cm⁻²oxide and 35 h still shows well faceted particles, but others have lost their morphology and got amorphized (Figure 4d-f). l-LSMO shows more severe damage, as up to a current density of -0.20 mA cm⁻²oxide and after 20 h of operation, a 3.4 nm-thick amorphous layer appeared at the surface of the particles (Figure 3g-i). EDS analysis of electrode material performed in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) indicates that the cationic composition did not change significantly (Table S4). STEM-EDS mapping of the post-mortem electrode also shows homogeneous element distribution (Figure S18-S20). Hence, the deactivation during ORR is related to surface amorphization. This phenomenon is more extended for the layered perovskite, which may be ascribed to its layered structure...
that provides larger ion conduction\textsuperscript{3} and then extended reaction with the electrolyte. On the contrary, pc-LSMO shows very high stability compared to other Mn-based materials already reported (Table S2). ORR has been previously evaluated only on Mn perovskite nanoparticles produced by sol-gel-derived methods, which yield large amounts of crystal defects.\textsuperscript{15,16} Herein we demonstrate that the higher

CONCLUSIONS

Herein we have reported the synthesis of the layered La\textsubscript{0.5}Sr\textsubscript{1.5}MnO\textsubscript{4} perovskite (l-LSMO) in the nanoscale range for the first time. Accurate control of the solvent composition and thermal treatment allows obtaining pure pc-LSMO and l-LSMO perovskites by deciphering the l-LSMO crystallization process through the dissolution of a pseudo-cubic perovskite followed by reprecipitation of the layered phase in the molten salts. The pseudo-cubic La\textsubscript{0.7}Sr\textsubscript{0.3}MnO\textsubscript{3} (pc-LSMO) and layered La\textsubscript{0.5}Sr\textsubscript{1.5}MnO\textsubscript{4} perovskites exhibit high electrocatalytic activity for the ORR with high selectivity for the four-electrons O\textsubscript{2} reduction thanks to an optimized Mn oxidation state in the first surface atomic layers. l-LSMO shows high intrinsic (surface-normalized) electrocatalytic activity, despite its limited electronic conductivity versus the pseudo-cubic phase. However, the layered structure is poorly stable in operation conditions, probably due to its high ionic conductivity. On the other hand, the pseudo-cubic perovskite exhibits small particle size with low amounts of crystal defects and no insulating organic ligands. These features ensure high electronic conductivity within the electrode, high activity and remarkable stability under ORR operation for La\textsubscript{0.7}Sr\textsubscript{0.3}MnO\textsubscript{3} nanocrystals, making pseudo-cubic manganite nanocrystals a promising precious metal-free electrocatalyst for alkaline fuel cells.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Synthesis

All reagents used in the synthesis were purchased from Aldrich, otherwise said, and used as received without further purification. Water used for washing is MilliQ\textsuperscript{®} water.

\textit{Pseudo-cubic La\textsubscript{0.7}Sr\textsubscript{0.3}MnO\textsubscript{3} (pc-LSMO) synthesis:} pc-LSMO was synthesized according to a previous study.\textsuperscript{21} Briefly, 6.5 mmol of Mn(NO\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}\cdot4H\textsubscript{2}O, 3.9 mmol of La(NO\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{3}\cdot6H\textsubscript{2}O, 2.0 mmol of Sr(NO\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2} and 65 mmol of KNO\textsubscript{3} were mixed with a few drops of ethanol and milled in a Retsch MM400 ball miller at 20 Hz for 2 min. The mixture was then dried under vacuum at 40 °C overnight. 2.5 g were introduced in an alumina crucible and treated at 600 °C for two hours in a preheated muffle oven in air atmosphere. Then, the reaction was quenched at room temperature by removing the crucible from the hot oven. The material was washed by centrifugation with deion-
ized water several times until the conductance of the supernatant reached the one of the water used for washing. The powder was dried under vacuum at room temperature overnight.

Layered La<sub>0.8</sub>Sr<sub>0.2</sub>MnO<sub>3</sub> (I-LSMO) synthesis: 6.5 mmol of Mn(NO<sub>3</sub>)<sub>3</sub>·4H<sub>2</sub>O, 3.1 mmol of La(NO<sub>3</sub>)<sub>3</sub>·6H<sub>2</sub>O, 8.0 mmol of Sr(NO<sub>3</sub>)<sub>2</sub> and 65 mmol of KNO<sub>3</sub> or 95 mmol of NaNO<sub>3</sub> were mixed with a few drops of ethanol and milled in a Retsch MM400 ball miller. The mixture was then dried under vacuum at 40 °C overnight. 2.5 g were introduced in an alumina crucible and treated at 600-800 °C for 15 min in air atmosphere. Then, the reaction was quenched at room temperature by removing the crucible from the oven. The material was washed by centrifugation with deionized water several times until the conductance of the washing waters reached the same value as deionized water. The powder was dried under vacuum at room temperature overnight.

Reactivity test of pc-LSMO into molten NaNO<sub>3</sub>: 0.25 g (1.1 mmol) of pc-LSMO was mixed with 2.5 g of NaNO<sub>3</sub> and milled in an agate mortar, then dried overnight at 40 °C under vacuum. This mixture was introduced in an alumina crucible and treated at 800 °C for 15 min under air atmosphere. The reaction was then quenched at room temperature, the powder was washed with deionized water and dried as explained above.

Reactivity test of pc-LSMO into molten NaNO<sub>3</sub> in the presence of Sr<sup>2+</sup> ions: 0.25 g (1.1 mmol) of pc-LSMO, 1.48 mmol of Sr(NO<sub>3</sub>)<sub>2</sub> and 2.5 g of NaNO<sub>3</sub> were mixed and milled in an agate mortar, then dried overnight at 40 °C under vacuum. This mixture was introduced in an alumina crucible and treated at 700-800 °C for several durations under air atmosphere. The reaction was then quenched at room temperature, the powder was washed with deionized water and dried as explained above.

Characterization

Materials characterization. Powder X-ray Diffraction (XRD) was performed on a Bruker D8 advance diffractometer equipped with a Cu Kα source. The crystalline phases were identified according to the reference PDF cards 04-014-7255 for pseudo-cubic La<sub>0.8</sub>Sr<sub>0.2</sub>MnO<sub>3</sub>, 01-083-2034 for La(OH)<sub>3</sub>, 01-084-1778 for SrCO<sub>3</sub>, and 04-013-5773 for La<sub>0.8</sub>Sr<sub>0.2</sub>MnO<sub>3</sub>. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed on a JEOL JEM2100Plus LaB<sub>6</sub> working at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) was carried out on a Hitachi SU-70 microscope. Atomic composition given by wavelength dispersive X-ray fluorescence (WDXRF) was measured on a Bruker S8 Tiger spectrometer after pelleting the powder. The perovskite catalyst surface area was calculated from the adsorption branch of the N<sub>2</sub> sorption isotherm according to the BET method at 77 K using an ASAP 2010 equipment. Prior to sorption measurements, the powders were degassed at 300 °C for 4 h. The Mn Average Oxidation State (AOS) was determined following a previously reported protocol. Briefly, the powders were dissolved in acidic media and the manganese species were reduced by Fe<sup>2+</sup> in excess. The excess Fe<sup>2+</sup> ions were titrated with Cr<sub>2</sub>O<sub>7</sub><sup>2-</sup>. The total amount of Mn was determined by UV-visible spectrophotometry by oxidizing it into permanganate. With these two independent experiments, the determination of Mn<sup>3+</sup> and Mn<sup>4+</sup> proportions was made possible.

Electrochemical characterization. The electrocatalytic properties of the materials were studied through a three-electrode setup in an electrochemical cell using a Pt wire as a counter electrode, a saturated Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a glassy carbon (GC) rotating disk electrode (RDE) as a working electrode, connected to a VPS Biological potentiostat. All potentials are referred in the text to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE, E<sub>RHE</sub> = E<sub>Ag/AgCl</sub> + 0.197 + 0.059pH). The GC RDE (geometrical disk area (0.07 cm<sup>2</sup>), Radiometer Analytical) was polished with diamond paste (1 µm, BAS inc.) followed by diamond paste (0.05 µm, BAS inc.) to reach mirror grade before each experiment. Then, the GC disk was coated with a conductive ink that contains the different perovskite catalysts. This ink was composed by the perovskite catalyst powder, hydrophilized Acetylene Black carbon (AB, Alfa Aesar) (99.9+%, 75 m<sup>2</sup> g<sup>-1</sup>) and Nafion-117 (5 wt. % solution in aliphatic alcohols, Sigma-Aldrich). AB was hydrophilized by treating 0.5 g of AB in 50 mL of HNO<sub>3</sub> 20% at 80 °C under stirring overnight, followed by centrifugation, washing with water and vacuum drying. 10 mg of the perovskite catalyst powder, 10 mg of the modified AB and 10 mL of absolute ethanol were mixed and sonicated for 2 hours. Then, 435 µL of ion-exchanged Nafion solution (5 wt. % in aliphatic alcohols, Aldrich) was added and the suspension was sonicated for 5 min.

10 µL (for cyclic voltammetry (CV)) or 2 µL (for the chronopotentiometry) of the ink (catalyst:acetylene black (AB) = 1:1) were deposited on the polished GC electrode and dried during 1 hour. Lower amounts of the ink were used for chronopotentiometry in order to facilitate the detection of catalysts deactivation. A 20%Pt/C commercial sample (Alfa Aesar) was used for benchmarking. The ink was prepared using 12.5 mg of the material and the same amounts of EtOH and Nafion-117 as described above. 1.5 µL of this ink was deposited on the GC electrode for performing the CV. Note that higher catalyst:AB ratio (5:1, 50 mg catalyst and 10 mg AB and deposition of 6 µL on GC<sup>2</sup>) resulted in high polarization (Figure S6) corresponding to slow kinetics of electron transfer. This is probably due to poor electron transport in the electrode and between the electrode material and the current collector. Indeed, the high amounts of interfaces due to the nanoscale of the catalyst particles decreases electron percolation. The catalyst:AB ratio 1:1 was chosen to bypass this issue.

The films were hydrated with 0.1 M KOH electrolyte during 30 min before the experiments. All cyclic voltammograms and chronopotentiometry curves were performed in O<sub>2</sub> saturated 0.1 M KOH solution (pH = 13.3) at a scan rate of 10 mV s<sup>-1</sup> and rotation speed of 1600 rpm. Each experiment was repeated 3 times to test reproducibility. The pH-dependent study in KOH and trimethylammonium hydroxide (TMAOH) was performed in 0.1, 0.03, 0.005
and 0.001 M electrolytes (pH 13.3, 12.8, 12.0 and 11.2 respectively). The ionic strength was corrected with KNO₃ or trimethylammonium nitrate (TMANO₃) to a 0.1 M total concentration of K⁺ or TMA⁺. The ORR activity of perovskite catalysts were evaluated by comparing the specific activity current density (I (mA cm⁻²oxide)), being the current per perovskite oxide surface measured by BET, and the mass activity current density (I (A g⁻¹oxide)), being the current per perovskite oxide mass. The ORR selectivity was evaluated by the Koutecky-Levich analysis from RDE measurements and by scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM). SECM measurements were carried out at room temperature using the substrate generation-tip collection (SG/TC) mode in a home-made SECM microscope. A four-electrode configuration was employed, with the following electrodes: the catalyst ink deposited on a glassy carbon disk substrate (5 mm in diameter) as the substrate generator electrode, a platinum ultramicroelectrode (25 µm in diameter) as the tip collector, a Pt wire as the counter electrode and a Saturated Calomel Electrode (SCE) as the reference electrode. A cyclic voltammogram at the substrate electrode was recorded in a still air saturated 0.1 M KOH solution at 10 mV s⁻¹. Meanwhile the platinum tip collector biased at 0.4 V/SCE was positioned at 25 µm from the substrate inside its diffusion layer in order to detect the electroactive species (HO₂⁻) generated during the ORR.
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